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The Green Standard
 
BIOFA‘s Philosophy
The most environmentally friendly paints and oils are those which are beautiful, durable 
and produced in a responsible manner. This is the basis of BIOFA‘s philosophy.

Why natural products?
Because healthy living is not a luxury! We spend 80% of our life indoors. A healthy and
active life is not possible without a healthy indoor climate. Substances in the air unknown 
to our body cause stress, and we feel exhausted and tired. This is why we only use  subs-
tances which the human body knows and can process.

Active environmental protection
Natural products protect the environment. Compared to synthetically manufactured pro-
ducts they have the following advantages:
1. They are made from renewable raw materials
2. The raw materials are obtained in an environmentally friendly manner
3. No toxic substances are required for preservation or to prevent skin formation
4. They decompose naturally and discharge no toxic substances into the groundwater

Natural materials fully declared
We inform our customers about the composition of our natural oils in the form of a special 
full declaration. 
The most important raw materials used for our natural oils are given below:
•	 Linseed oil is hot and cold pressed from linseed
•	 Castor oil is obtained by pressing the seeds of the castor oil plant (Ricinus communis)
•	 Wood oil is obtained by pressing the seeds of the tung tree
As regards our raw materials it is important that our suppliers deliver the high quality
specified by the BIOFA Laboratory. To this end we have concluded special contracts with
our suppliers.

Quality of our products
BIOFA only uses clean, natural and renewable raw materials. From raw material to end 
product, all BIOFA products are subjected to strict internal BIOFA tests in our laboratory
and in application technology.
Constant high quality can only be assured by means of regular tests. 
Our products are tested regularly by various institutes.
•	 The ECO Institut in Cologne, Germany, and the TÜV Umweltservice (Environmental 

Service of the German Technical Inspection Association) test our products for indoor 
air quality. The results during and after the drying process and the effects on the indoor 
air quality are decisive.

•	 The German ILKA and LGA institutes check the quality of our oils according to DIN or 
EN standards in terms of scratch resistance and stain resistance.
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“7“  - individual finishes for every taste and 
every application range 

BIOFA Universal Hard Oil 2044   
BIOFA Universal Hard Oil is suitable for all types of wood indoors, par-
quet and cork in particular. Its composition of natural oils and natural 
resins combines the properties and visual appearance of an oil with the 
efficiency of a varnish. The product is especially designed for DIY and 
professional users alike and is the ideal product for customers who wish 
to switch from varnished surfaces to oiled surfaces. The product is easy 
to apply by roller or by brush and is matt when dry. The thin oil film that 
forms after the second application protects the surface from humidity and 
soiling. The finish has been tested by the Bavarian State Trade Agency 
LGA and complies with the standard on the safety of toys EN 71 T3.
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BIOFA Hard Primer 3754

BIOFA Hard Primer 3754 is a 
quick-drying primer for all types 
of wood indoors, cotto tiles and 
highly absorptive stone tiles. 
Thanks to its natural composi-
tion of linseed oil BIOFA Hard 
Primer ensures optimum satura-
tion of the wood before applying 
subsequent coats of Universal 
Hard Oil 2044, Universal Varnish 
2050/51 or Hard Wax 2060. 

“7“ individual finishes by BIOFA

Universal Hard Oil 2044 matt / film-forming 

Universal Varnish 2050 gloss / 2051 satin finish

Hard Wax Oil 2055 satin finish / film-forming

Parquet Oil 2059 VOC-free / waxed finish

Colour Oil 2110 VOC-free / for individual finishes

Wooden Floor Soap 2090 natural / 2091 white

Hard Wax 2060 / waxed finish

1
Primer

2
Dream 
surface
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BIOFA Hard Wax Oil 2055   

BIOFA Hard Wax Oil 2055 is suitable for all types of wood in-
doors, parquet and cork in particular. Its natural composition of 
natural oils, waxes and tree resin is completely free of linseed oil 
and therefore gently brings out the natural grain and colour of 
wood. The wax gives the surface a satin finish gloss and also pro-
tects it from wear. The product is easy to apply by roller or brush 
and has a satin finish when dry. The thin oil film that forms after 
the second application protects the surface from humidity and 
soiling. The finish complies with DIN 68861 (stain resistance) 
and DIN 53754 (ebrasion resistance).

These natural hard wax and oil finishes 
are noticeably different 

from everything you know
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Renovation Tip

  after

before

Universal Varnish 2050/51
BIOFA Universal Varnish 2050/51 is sui-
table for all types of wood indoors. 
Thanks to its natural composition of 
castor oil and natural resin the surfaces 
are breathable and easy to renovate. For 
renovations it is sufficient to clean the 
surfaces and to apply a renovation coa-
ting. In contrast to conventional varni-
shes, the first coat of BIOFA Universal 
Varnish offers additional protection as the 
oils deeply penetrate the surface and cure 
within thanks to the natural ingredients 
used. The topcoat then gives a mat (2051) 
or a satin (2050) varnish finish whose film 
protects the surface from humidity. The 
surface stays antistatic and breathable.

Maintenance Tip  

BIOFA Liquid Wax 2075 is a quick-drying wax 
in paste form for the maintenance of furniture 
and floors and for reconditioning Hard Wax Oil 
2055, Universal Hard Oil 2044 or Universal Var-
nish 2050/51. The product forms a thin wax film 
on the surface and can also remove dirt from the 
surface during the polishing process. 

BIOFA‘s traditional universal 
varnishes in satin or gloss finish 

are our classics.

BIOFA Intensive Oil 
Cleaner 2057

BIOFA Intensive Oil Cleaner 
is especially designed for the 
easy cleaning of old oiled 
surfaces. Thanks to its na-
tural composition of natural 
oils and cleaned solvents the 
product thoroughly cleans 
and restores old, soiled 
floors. The product does not 
require sanding of the floor. 
The oil removes dirt from 
the wood pores by means 
of a green pad without dust 
formation. After cleaning the 
floor should be treated with 
Hard Wax Oil 2055, Univer-
sal Hard Oil 2044 or Parquet 
Oil 2059.
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BIOFA Parquet Oil 2059
BIOFA Parquet Oil 2059 is suitable for all types of parquet wood 
indoors. Its natural composition of boiled wood oil and sun- 
flower oil gives the wood a natural tint. The resins and waxes 
form a thin film on the surface which protects the wood from soi-
ling and humidity. The product is 100% VOC-free and provides 
a finished surface after 1 to maximum 2 applications. The finish 
complies with DIN 68861 (stain resistance) and DIN 53754 (ab-
rasion resistance).

Parquet Oil perserve the original 
light-coloured character of the wood

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen

Maintenance Tip  

BIOFA Parquet Finish 2063 is a VOC-free wax. 
The product comes in paste form and saturates 
the top wood pores and also protects the surface 
from wear thanks to its natural composition of 
wood oil and carnauba wax. Especially recom-
mended as finishing product for BIOFA Parquet 
Oil 2059 in order to obtain a higher gloss level.
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BIOFA Colour Paste white 
2058 is suitable for tin-
ting Universal Hard Primer 
3754, Parquet Oil 2059, 
Worktop Oil 2052 and 
Furniture Oil 2049. Up 
to 10% of the paste can 
be added to give light-
coloured types of wood in 
particular a natural, light 
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Ochre-brown 2110-11

Clear 2110-03

Macore 2111-10 Orange-brown 2111-03 

Nut-brown 2111-05 

Black 2110-0 Olive-brown 2110-07 Anthracite 2110-05 

Maroon 2110-08 Grey-blue 2111-04 

Colour Oil for parquet Colour Oil for furniture Colour Oil for cork Coloured oils 
bring colour 
to your floors

Chocolate-brown 2110-06

BIOFA Colour Oil VOC-free 2110/11
BIOFA Colour Oil is suitable für tinting parquet 
floors, wooden furniture and cork. Its natural 
composition of natural oils and pigment gives 
the wood an individual coloured touch without 
hiding the grain. All colourless BIOFA oils and 
varnishes are suitable as topcoat. Colour shades 
produced with BIOFA Colour Oil are durable and 
longlasting as the pigments penetrate the wooden 
surface together with the oil and are thus firmly 
embedded in the wood texture instead of merely 
lying on the surface.
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BIOFA Stone Oil 2100  
BIOFA Stone Oil is a special oil for mineral floors indoors. Its natu-
ral composition of natural resins and oils protects the stone reliably 
from humidity and soiling. The oils deeply penetrate the surface with 
the first application. The second application protects the surface 
with a thin film. The perfect product as an alternative to tiles. Thanks 
to our mixing systems the product is available in many RAL colours. 

And if you wish to make your stone floor 
a little more colourful ...

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen
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BIOFA NACASA 4010 is a univer-
sal cleaner for the gentle cleaning 
of oiled, waxed, glazed and var-
nished surfaces of floors, window 
frames, doors, tiles, glazed tiles, 
wood, plastics, etc. It is particu-
larly skin friendly and biodegrada-
ble. Without chemical preservati-
ves, free of chlorine, ammonium 
chloride and phosphate.

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen

BIOFA NAPLANA Care Emul-
sion 2085 consists of natural 
row materials for basic care and 
maintenance. It protects varni-
shed, waxed and oiled floors, 
furniture surfaces, etc. from soi-
ling and mechanical abrasion. 
Also suitable for smooth leather 
and other surfaces. After a short 
drying time Naplana gives asilk 
gloss finish without polishing. The 
trated sufaces are reconditioned, 
stay moisture-vapour permeable 
and are dirt-repellent. Always use 
sparingly on smooth stone floors. 
Also if applied appropriately over 
long perids of time, no unpleasant 
wax layer build up which would 
be difficult to remove. Regular 
maintenance improves the floor‘s 
durability considerably. NAPLANA 
can be plished mechanically upon 
conclusion of the drying process.

NAPLANA Plus Antislip 2086 is a 
slip resistant, protective self-gloos 
care emulsion for oiled, glazed, 
varnished and waxed surfaces. 
Improves the durability of floor 
surfaces.
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BIOFA  Terrace Oil 3753

BIOFA Terrace Oil is suitable for the treatment of crude wood and 
for the maintenance of oiled wooden terrace planks. The natural 
oils used such as wood oil protects terraces from weathering and 
UV radiation. Regular oil application protects the surface in the 
long term.

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen

Maintenance Tip  

BIOFA Teak Oil 3752 is suitable for the 
treatment of crude wood and for the main-
tenance of oiled wooden garden furniture. 
Natural oils such as linseed oil protect the 
wood and water drips off the surface. Regu-
lar oil application protects the surface in the 
long term.
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BIOFA Weather Protection Oil colour-
less 2043 and coloured 20431

BIOFA Weather Protection Oil is suitable 
for the basic treatment of wooden facades 
and roof substructures. Its natural compo-
sition of wood oil and linseed oil protects 
facades from weathering and UV radiation 
and therefore delays the greying process. 
Regular oil application reduces greying  
significantly.

BIOFA Degreyer 2089

is a special cleaner for remo-
ving bloom from wooden sur-
faces oudoors. Thanks to its 
natural composition it gently 
removes bloom from wooden 
facades, furniture and terra-
ces. The wooden surfaces can 
then be treated with BIOFA 
Teak Oil, Weather Protection 
Oil or Terrace Oil.

BIOFA Outdoor Cleaner 2019 

is a colourless cleaning con-
centrate for the cleaning of 
garden furniture and wooden 
terraces. Thanks to its natural 
composition BIOFA Outdoor 
Cleaner easily removes moss 
and soiling from surfaces. The 
product is simply dissolved in 
water and applied to the sur-
face by brush.
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Maintenance Tip  

BIOFA Parquet Finish 2063 is a VOC-free wax. The product 
comes in paste form and saturates the top wood pores and 
also protects the surface from wear thanks to its natural 
composition of wood oil and carnauba wax. Especially re-
commended as finishing product for BIOFA Parquet Oil 
2059 and BIOFA Furniture Oil 2049 in order to obtain a 
higher gloss level.

BIOFA  Furniture Oil 2049

BIOFA Furniture Oil is ideally suited for the treatment of crude 
wooden furniture and for the maintenance of oiled furniture. Its 
natural composition of soy bean oil and beeswax gives the wood 
a satin finish gloss. The finish is antistatic and thus dust repel-
lent. The surfaces are easy to clean and to maintain. The furnitu-
re Oil was tested for its effect on the indoor climate by the ECO 
Institut Köln, Germany, and the results have shown that no subs-
tances are discharged which may affect the human organism.
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BIOFA Furniture Oil 2049

- solvent-free
- refreshes and emphasises the

natural texture and tint of 
the wood

- minimum effort
- low consumption
- easy to handle
- hard-wearing
- pleasant to the touch
- easy to maintain
- moisture-vapour permeable
- antistatic

BIOFA Worktop Oil 2052 

- solvent-free
- colourless
- moisture-vapour permeable
- good stain resestance
- complies with 

DIN 68 861 T 1B (furniture 
surfaces)

- complies with EN 71 part 3
(safety of children‘s toys)

BIOFA  Worktop Oil 2052

BIOFA Worktop Oil is ideally 
suited for the treatment of crude 
and for the maintenance of oiled 
wooden tables and worktops in 
kitchens. Its natural composition 
of boiled wood oil and tree resin 
protects the surfaces perfectly 
from all liquids. The product was 
specially tested for food safety by 
the ATC Institut, Germany, and 
the results have shown that it is 
safe to use for surfaces in contact 
with food without any problem. 
Regular oil application stabilises 
the surface‘s resistance.
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BIOFA  Wooden Floor Soap clear 2091 and white 2092

BIOFA Wooden Floor Soap is suitable for the basic treatment 
and maintenance of wood indoors. Thanks to its natural compo-
sition of soaps the wood is saturated and further maintained with 
every cleaning process. The white soap leaves a light-coloured 
patina on the surface. We recommend the white soap espacially 
for light-coloured wood.

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen
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Oiled or waxed surfaces
BIOFA NACASA 4010 is a pH-neutral clea-
ner especially designed for oiled and waxed 
surfaces. It gently cleans the surface without 
affecting the gloss level when used regularly. 

For the maintenance of all surfaces / 
antislip.
BIOFA NAPLANA 2085 is a water-based 
wax emulsion for the maintenance of all 
household surfaces. It forms a thin protec- 
tive film on the surface which protects the 
surface from abrasion. BIOFA NAPLANA 
Plus 2086 is a slip resistant self-gloss emul-
sion.

For waxed and highly soiled floors
BIOFA NAPONA 2090 is a skin friendly in-
tensive cleaner. Its natural composition assu-
res a thorough yet gentle cleaning effect on 
all surfaces ranging from wood to stone.

Protective finishing product / high 
gloss level
BIOFA Parquet Finish 2063 is a VOC-free 
wax. It also protects the surface from wear. 
Especially recommended as finishing pro-
duct for BOPFA Parquet Oil 2059 and BIOFA 
Furniture Oil 2049 in order to obtain a  
higher gloss level.

Maintenance of furniture and floors
BIOFA Liquid Wax 2075 is a quick-drying 
wax in paste form for the maintenance of 
furniture and floors and for reconditioning 
Hard Wax Oil 2055, Universal Hard Oil 2044 
or Universal Varnish2050/51.

Special hard wax for furniture and 
floors
BIOFA Hard Wax 2060 is a special hard wax 
for furniture and floors. It forms a hard-wea-
ring film on the surface. BIOFA Hard Wax 
can be used as topcoat on all oiled surfaces.

BIOFA Softwood Lye 2094 
is a special product which 
largely prevents the yel-
lowing process of softwood. 
The product can be used as 
a pretreatment before apply-
ing BIOFA Soaps 2091/92 to 
ensure that walls, Floors and 
ceiling panelling, e.g. made 
of pine, stay light-coloured in 
the long term.

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen

“6“ maintenance Tips 
for your living area
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BIOFA  Colour Wax VOC-free 2087

BIOFA Colour Wax is specially suited for the coloured treatment 
of wooden ceilings and wall panelling. The product is a quick-
drying wax/water emulsion. The surface can be polished in order 
to increase the gloss level. The surface is antistatic and therefore 
dust repellent. Ideal for the colourful protection of wooden cei-
lings and wall panelling. 100% odourless.

Turn something old
into something new!

Coloured waxes are easy to use and 
avoilable in many colours
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Trox 45

Trox 59

Trox 54

Trox 44

Trox 18

Trox 21

Trox 27

Trox 62

 

Trox 49

Trox 43

Trox 15

 

Trox 22

Trox 24

Trox 28

 

 Trox 46

Trox 48

Trox 42

 

 Trox 19

Trox 23

Trox 25

 

 

 Trox 57

 

Trox 41

Trox 17

 Trox 20

 

Trox 26

Trox 63

BIOFA Colour Wax
available in 65 Trox colours
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BIOFA Colour Wax is the ide-
al product for embellishing 
and protecting all types of 
wood indoors. Whether woo-
den ceilings or wall cladding, 
Colour Wax is the perfect 
alternative to wood glazes 
in living areas. The product 
dries within one hour and is 
100% odourless. 

Old, slightly yellowed wood 
for instance will look like 
new.

BIOFA Colour Wax 2087
- solvent-free
- easy to apply
- protective
- refining
- contains no irritating,  
  harmful additives
- available in 65 Trox colours

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen

before

after

after              before
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Ochre-brown 2110-11

Clear 2110-03

Macore 2111-10 Orange brown 2111-03 

Nut-brown 2111-05 

Black 2110-0 Olive-brown 2110-07 Anthracite 2110-05 

Maroon 2110-08 Grey-blue 2111-04 

Colour Oil for parquet Colour Oil for furniture Colour Oil for cork

Chocolate-brown 2110-06

BIOFA  products 
are available in 25 
countries all over 
the world.

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen
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Oslo Airport                          Oslo Aairport                       Oslo Airport                        Stairs

Kneippianum Wörrishofen    Kneippianum Wörrishofen  Monastry Neresheim            Moloko Bar Göppingen

Shoe Shop                            Dining Areas/Restaurant      Stairs                                   Living Areas

Colema                                 Hotel Lounges                     Living Rooms                      Colema

Bathrooms                            Design Office Neumünster   Design Office Neumünster   Office Areas

Furnitures, Holzschmiede      Weather Protection Oil        Furnitures, Holzschmiede     Canteen

Museum München                Hallways                              Reception Areas                  Conference Room

Atelier Hofer                         Atelier Hofer                        Kohler Natürlich einrichten  Kindergarden

Some examples from the 

BIOFA Reference List of 2011

Countless refe-
rences in 25 years 
prove the outstan-
ding quality of 
BIOFA products.

BIOFA
Mit der Natur für den Menschen
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Weather Protection Oil 2043 colourless and 
20431 coloured
- solvent-free
- colourless
- suitable for the colourless basic treatment of 
  wooden facades and roof substructures
- protects facades from weathering and UV radiation
- delays the greying process

Terrace Oil 3753
- suitable for the treatment of crude wood and for 
  the maintenance of oiled wooden terrace planks
- natural oils such as wood oil protect the surface 
  from weathering and UV radiation.
- Regular oil application portects the surface 
  in the long term

Teak Oil 3752
- solvent-based  - colourless  - open-pored
- dirt- and water-repellent  - moisture-vapour permeable
- for wood exposed to weathering like garden and 
  terrace furniture made from teak, other tropical wood 
  or soft- and hardwood
- deeply penetrates the surface, refreshes and 
  emphasises the natural tint and texture of the wood

Outdoor Cleaner 2019
- colourless cleaning concentrate
- for cleaning wooden garden furniture and terraces
- easily removes moss and soiling from the surface

Degreyer 2089
- for removing bloom from wooden surfaces outdoors
- removes bloom from wooden facades, furniture 
  and terraces
- surfaces should then be treated with 3752, 2043 
  or 3753

Colour Wax 2087
- solvent-free
- easy to apply
- protective
- refining
- contains no irritating, harmful additives
- available in 65 Trox colours

Universal Hard Primer 3754
- solvent-based
- saturates highly absorbant substrates
- equalising
- stabilising

Hard Wax Oil 2055
- solvent-based - silk gloss
- complies with EN 71, part 3 / DIN 53160
- dirt- and water-repellent
- easy to use - hard-wearing
- easy to maintain - antistatic
- durably elastic - gives the wood depth

Universal Hard Oil 2044 satin finish
- solvent-based  - easy to maintain
- complies with EN 71, part 3 / DIN 53160
- dirt- and water repellent
- easy to use  - gard-wearing
- antistatic  - durably elastic
- gives the wood depth

Universal Varnish 2050 gloss and 2051 satin finish
- transparent  - solvent-based
- complies with standard  EN 71, part 3 / DIN 53160
- dirt- and water-repellent
- easy to use  - gard-wearing
- easy to maintain  - antistatic
- durably elastic  - gives the wood depth

Special Paquet Oil 2059
- tested in accordance with DIN 68861 and DIN 5374
- solvent-free
- hard-wearing
- easy to maintain and pleasant to the touch
- gives the wood depth
- low consumption and open-pored

Colour Oil 2110-11
- solvent-free
- low consumption
- low odour
- brilliant colours

Furniture Oil solvent-free 2049
- tested for its effect on the indoor climate by the 
  ECO Institut Köln, Germany
- refreshes and emphasises the natural texture and tint 
  of the wood
- low consumption  - hard-wearing
- pleasant to the touch  - easy to maintain
- moisture-vapour permeable  - antistatic

Worktop Oil 2052
- solvent-free
- colourless
- moisture-vapour permeable
- good stain resestance
- complies with DIN 68 861 T 1B /EN 71, part 3 
  (furniture surfaces / safety of children‘s toys)
- food safe
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Parquet Finish 2063
- solvent-free  - hard-wearing  - easy to maintain
- water- and dirt-repellent
- pleasant to the touch  - low consumption
- moisture-vapour permeable
- hard-wearing  - antistatic  - gives the wood depth
- increases the gloss level

Hard Wax 2060
- solvent-based  - antistatic
- for the treatment of oiled and non-oiled surfaces and  
  for the maintenance of waxed surfaces
- easy to use  - colourless  - mild odour
- water-repellent  - silk gloss
- moisture-vapour permeable

Liquid Wax 2075
- colourless
- for wooden furniture, antiques, toys, etc. 
  either unvarnished or pretreated with lyes or oils
- dirt- and water-repellent
- moisture-vapour permeable
- antistatic

Intensive Oil Cleaner 2057
- high quality cleaner for wooden, cork and linoleum 
  surfaces treated with Universal Hard Oil 2044, 
  Hard Wax Oil 2055 or Parquet Oil 2059
- for the mechanical cleaning of old oiled floors 
  and for maintenance purposes

Stone Oil 2100 colourless and 21001 coloured
- solvent-based
- hard-wearing
- easy to maintain
- dirt- and water-repellent
- transparent / tintable opaque
- can be mixed in accordance with RAL and NCS

Colour Paste white 2058 
- solvent-based  
- for tinting 3755, 2059, 2052 and 2049 
  (quantity to be added: 10 %)
- for light-coloured and yellowing resistant surfaces

Wooden Floor Soap clear 2091 and white 2092
- for the basic treatment, cleaning, maintenance and 
  refining of wood exposed to normal stress
- for softwood floors, furniture and doors
- for wall and ceiling cladding
- especially recommended for stripped surfaces

Soft wood Lye 2094
- for refining softwood such as pine, spruce, 
  pitch pine, etc.
- stops the yellowing process of the wood
- preserves the light-coloured appearance 
  of the surfaces
- for floors, walls, ceilings, doors, furniture, etc.

NACASA Universal Cleaner 4010
- mild and skin freindly household detergent
- for the gentle and mild cleaning of oiled, waxed, 
  glazed and varnished surfaces of floors, window 
  frames, doors, tiles, glazed tiles, wood, plastics, etc.

NAPLANA Care Emulsion 2085
- protective self-gloss care emulsion for oiled, glazed, 
varnished and waxed surface
- increases the durability of floor surfaces
NAPLANA Plus antislip 2086
- care emulsion like 2085
- slip resistant in addition

NAPONA Basic Cleaner 2090
- skin firendly basic cleaner for floors and cleaner for 
  tools after applying solvent-free / aqueous products
- for removing stubborn soiling and old wax coatings 
  from wooden floors, cork parquet, linoleum and 
  natural stone floors, etc.
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